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Abstract
Low probability of intercept (LPI) communication generally relies on the presence of noise to
obfuscate a covert signal through the use of spectral spreading or hopping. In contrast, this paper
addresses the use of ambient interference from other man-made emissions as a means to mask the
presence of covert communication. Specifically, the high power, wide bandwidth, and repeating structure
of pulsed radar systems provide an advantageous framework within which to embed a communication
signal. The operating paradigm considered here is that of an RF tag/transponder that is illuminated by
the radar and intends to covertly communicate with the radar or some other desired receiver while being
masked by the ambient radar backscatter to avoid detection by an intercept receiver. Communication
takes place on an intra-pulse (or individual pulse) basis to maximize the data rate. The impact of
multipath, and its exploitation using time reversal to achieve spatio-temporal focusing, is considered.
The processing gain for the destination receiver and intercept receiver are derived analytically and
subsequently used to optimize the parameterization of communication symbol design.
Index Terms
LPI communications, pulsed radar, RF tag/transponder, interference cancellation

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider the design trade-offs and performance metrics for an intra-pulse radar-embedded
communication system [1]. In such a system, a radar (which may or may not be cooperative)
illuminates a region that contains an RF tag/transponder [2] [3](for simplicity, henceforth referred
to as the ”tag”). The tag may operate in a purely passive mode, harvesting energy from the
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radar illumination, or it may be an active transmitter that is triggered by the incident radar
illumination. The tag embeds, either through modulation of the incident illumination or by
triggered transmission, one of K communication symbols into the ambient backscatter induced
by the radar reflections. By operating on an individual pulse (or intra-pulse) basis the embedded
communication data-rate is on the order of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar
(typical values of which are 1-10 kHz).
Covert communication is traditionally performed via the spread spectrum paradigm where
the signal is either spread or rapidly hopped in frequency to distribute the signal energy so
that it can remain hidden in noise. One limitation of this approach is that to enable effective
communication (i.e. low bit error rate (BER)) with a distant receiver the required transmit signal
power may not have a low probability of intercept (LPI) with respect to a nearby intercept receiver
since it is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that dictates both of these conflicting performance
metrics [4]. In contrast, we consider the case in which an additional interference source is
present that may be advantageously exploited to mask the covert communication signal. Generally
speaking, the obvious choice for an interference source is one that is already present, such as
radar emissions [5], [6], [7] or existing communications infrastructure [8]. The selection of proper
covert communication symbols is thus dependent upon the nature of the masking interference and
may possibly be determined through observation of the current interference emissions or through
available knowledge of signaling protocols and standards used by the interference source.
The notion of incorporating information into backscatter emissions can be traced back to
Stockman in the 1940’s [9]. The use of radar emissions for this purpose can be broadly characterized as forms of ”inter-pulse” communication in which a single symbol is inserted for each
coherent processing interval (CPI) of the radar that may consist of 10’s to even 1000’s of radar
pulses. Given a radar PRF on the order of a few kHz, the resulting data rate in the neighborhood
of 1-100 bps is obviously quite low. That said, when used to provide passive identify friend or
foe (IFF) functionality in conjunction with an imaging radar modality such as synthetic aperture
radar (SAR), these inter-pulse methods can be used to spatially track friendly assets thus reducing
instances of battlefield ”friendly fire”.
Whereas a communication symbol for the inter-pulse framework consists of a sequence of
phase shifts across numerous pulses in a CPI (akin to Doppler phase shifts introduced by relative
motion), the intra-pulse approach recently proposed in [1] embeds an independent covert symbol
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for each individual radar pulse. For example, Fig. 1 provides a notional illustration where the
symbol generated by the tag is hidden among the ambient radar scattering while being sufficiently
identifiable by an intended receiver that possesses prior knowledge of the symbol characteristics.
To effectively hide the covert symbol (i.e. to prevent it from being easily discriminated from
ambient scattering) requires that the symbol be in some way related to the phase or frequency
sequence that is modulated onto the radar pulse (otherwise known as the radar waveform) so as
to achieve a prescribed range resolution via pulse compression [10], [11]. The trade-off in the
design of covert symbols is that they must be sufficiently different from the ambient random
scattering (i.e. ”clutter”) to maintain acceptable BER performance at the intended destination
receiver while also being sufficiently similar to the clutter to prevent detection by an intercept
receiver. Thus it is also necessary for the destination receiver to employ some form of interference
cancellation to effectively extract the embedded symbol from the masking interference.
The design of the ”constellation” of K intra-pulse covert symbols based on the incident radar
waveform was the focus of [1]. This paper examines the impact of multipath on symbol design
to assess the potential for symbol mismatch between the tag and the intended receiver. It is also
shown that, due to the intrinsic two-way communication path for intra-pulse radar-embedded
communication, if the tag intends to communicate with the illuminating radar the use of time
reversal [12] can be naturally incorporated by estimating the multipath at the tag and assuming
reciprocity of the transmission medium. Additionally, the decision process for estimation of the
embedded symbol at the destination receiver is cast as a two-stage detector so as to minimize
the detection of false symbols and as a way for the destination receiver to self-synchronize
without the need for prior cueing. Finally, the processing gains for the destination receiver and
a hypothetical intercept receiver are analytically derived and it is shown that their ratio provides
a “gain advantage” design metric that can be used for symbol design. Performance is assessed
in terms of BER and probability of intercept.
II. S IGNAL M ODELS FOR E MBEDDED C OMMUNICATION
The process of embedding a covert communication signal into radar backscatter on an intrapulse basis can be viewed as two separate components: 1) the generation of the set of K symbols
depending upon the ambient radar clutter and 2) the recovery of the embedded signal from the
noise and the higher power clutter interference. The first component can be viewed as a forward
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link while the second can be viewed as a reverse link. As such it is appropriate to consider the
signal model for each component separately.
A. Incident Radar Illumination (Forward Link)
For a transmitted radar pulse having pulsewidth T the modulation on the pulse is defined as
the waveform s(t). The incident radar illumination can be generically expressed as
se(t) = αR• [s(t) ∗ hR• (t)] + u(t)

(1)

where αR• subsumes the strength of the radar transmission and the one-way (forward link)
attenuation to some given location, hR• (t) is the continuous multipath channel between the
radar and some given location (including direct path and path-induced dispersive effects), ∗ is
convolution, and u(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Specifically, we shall denote
hRT (t) as the multipath between the radar and tag, hRD (t) as the multipath between the radar
and the intended ”destination receiver” (for the embedded communication signal in the reverse
link), and hRI (t) as the multipath between the radar and an intercept receiver. If the radar is to
be the destination receiver we define its ”incident” illumination as se(t) = s(t) since the radar
has access to the actual transmitted radar waveform.
Given the incident illumination se(t) that may be corrupted by multipath, both the tag and
destination receiver must determine the set of K symbols in such a way that is robust to disparities
between the respective multipath channels (due to different incident locations) as well as possible
differences induced by receiver hardware (e.g. sampling rate differences, synchronization issues,
etc). In Section III-A a symbol design technique is presented that provides this robustness. Note
that, because most radar applications involve the repetition of the same waveform for numerous
pulses in a CPI, this design process need only be performed when the waveform changes.
B. Radar Backscatter with Embedded Symbol (Reverse Link)
For the time interval in which the embedded symbol and ambient radar backscatter (clutter)
are incident at a given receiver (either destination or intercept), the reverse link signal model
can be expressed as
y(t) = s(t) ∗ x(t) + αT• [ck (t) ∗ hT• (t)] + u(t)
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where x(t) is arbitrary ambient radar scattering (t here corresponds to the range delay with respect
to the radar), ck (t) is the k th communication symbol, αT• subsumes the transmit strength of the
tag and the one-way (reverse link) attenuation, and hT• (t) is the multipath between the tag and
some given location. Specifically, we shall denote hTD (t) as the multipath between the tag and
the destination receiver (which could be the radar), and hTI (t) as the multipath between the tag
and an intercept receiver.
By setting the tag-generated signal power to be much less than the average clutter power in
the surrounding region (or by the introduction of artificial clutter through the use of a digital
RF memory (DRFM) device [13]), a well-designed symbol ck (t) will be indistinguishable from
the clutter. Conversely, given the set of K possible symbols at the destination receiver, coherent
integration combined with interference cancellation (of the clutter) can still yield acceptable
covert communication performance. The receive filtering and subsequent symbol detection are
discussed in Section IV-A. As an example, Figure 2 illustrates the overall signal model (including
forward and reverse links) for the case where the tag communicates with the illuminating radar.
III. S YMBOL D ESIGN IN M ULTIPATH
To maximally leverage the masking interference of the radar clutter the embedded symbols are
made to be functionally dependent upon the illuminating radar waveform such that the symbols
are inseparable from the backscatter without a priori knowledge. Of course this means that
both the tag and the destination receiver must obtain the symbols separately which could lead
to mismatch effects. It was previously shown [1] that a mismatch-robust approach for symbol
design is to construct the symbols according to the dominant subspace of a correlation matrix
that models the ambient radar scattering. Here we consider the mismatch-inducing impact of
multipath due to its inherent variability according to spatial location.
A. Robustness to Multipath
Given the incident radar illumination se(t) of (1) at some arbitrary location, let N be the
number of samples required to sufficiently represent the incident radar illumination according to
the Nyquist criterion for the half-power bandwidth (thus N is the time-bandwidth product) and
M be the additional factor by which the waveform is over-sampled (to facilitate sufficient degrees
of freedom for symbol design). Thus a discretized version of the incident radar illumination can
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be expressed as es = se0 se1 · · · seN M −1 . Based on this discretized version of the radar
e where x is a
illumination the ambient scattering in the surrounding area can be modeled as Sx
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characterizes the convolution of the waveform with the local scattering. Variations in multipath
need not be considered due to the associative property of linear systems where
se(t) ∗ x(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) ∗ x(t) = s(t) ∗ x
e(t)

(4)

and x
e(t) can be viewed as another arbitrary random scattering profile.
£
¤
Assuming that the clutter is uncorrelated (i.e. E xxH = σx2 I, for σx2 the average clutter
power), a power-normalized N M × N M correlation matrix for the ambient scattering and its
subsequent eigen-decomposition can be obtained as
·³ ´ ³ ´ ¸
H
1
e
e
eS
e H = VΛVH
Sx
Sx
E
=S
σx2

(5)

where V is the set of N M eigenvectors, Λ contains the N M eigenvalues on the diagonal
(with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN M ), and (·)H is the Hermitian operation. We shall denote the set
of eigenvectors associated with the first m eigenvalues as forming the dominant subspace VD
and the remaining N M − m eigenvectors as forming the non-dominant subspace VND . A design
metric for the determination of m is derived in Section V.
Given a set of seed vectors bk for k = 1, 2, · · · , K known to both the tag and destination
receiver, the discretized set of symbols ck can be obtained by the projection operation
ck = Pbk

(6)

H
P = I − VD VDH = VND VND

(7)

where

such that the K symbols are projected onto the non-dominant subspace. To demonstrate that the
symbol structure is preserved despite differences in multipath consider ck,1 and ck,2 formed from
the projections P1 and P2 that result from distortion of the radar waveform s(t) by independent
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multipath channels h1 (t) and h2 (t), respectively. The normalized correlation between the two
versions of the k th symbol can be defined as
¯ H
¯
¯c ck,2 ¯2
k,1
¢¡
¢
β=¡ H
ck,1 ck,1 cH
k,2 ck,2

(8)

which, by invoking the Hermitian (PH = P) and idempotent (PP = P) properties of the
projection matrix, can also be expressed as
¯
¯ H
¯b P1 P2 bk ¯2
,
β= H k
(bk P1 bk ) (bH
k P2 bk )

(9)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, with β = 1 signifying no mismatch. Thus the degree of symbol mismatch
due to different multipath profiles can be defined as
η = 10 log10 (1 − β)

(10)

where the mismatch-free case would yield η = −∞ .
Using the dominant and non-dominant forms in (7) the product of projections in the numerator
of (9) can be expressed as
£
¤£
¤
H
H
H
H
H
P1 P2 = I − VD,1 VD,1
VND,2 VND,2
= VND,2 VND,2
− VD,1 VD,1
VND,2 VND,2
.

(11)

If the dominant and non-dominant subspaces are preserved for two different multipath profiles,
H
H
then VD,1
VND,2 = 0N ×N (M −1) in the last term such that (11) simplifies to VND,2 VND,2
= P2 .

Again invoking the idempotent property, the result that P1 P2 = P2 implies that P1 = P2
and hence no mismatch exists. Thus robustness to symbol mismatch for arbitrary multipath
profiles can be maintained by preserving the separation between the dominant and non-dominant
subspaces. Furthermore, arbitrary transformations of the subspace, as long as they preserve the
separation, will have no effect on symbol mismatch.
As an example, consider a typical linear FM radar waveform [10] with N = 100 that is
over-sampled by M = 2. For each of 1000 independent trials, two random multipath profiles
are convolved with the waveform. Each multipath profile consists of 1 direct path impulse and 9
multipath impulses randomly distributed in time (via a uniform distribution over [0, T /2]) with
each of the 10 impulses multiplied by a value drawn from a complex Gaussian distribution (to
randomize amplitude and phase). For the sake of consistency each multipath-corrupted radar
waveform is truncated to N M = 200 samples. The resulting multipath-corrupted versions of the
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radar waveform are used to obtain K = 4 symbols for the rank of the dominant subspace VD
set to m = N M/2 = 100. For this scenario it is observed that the average value of mismatch
over the set of 1000 trials and over the 4 symbols is ηmean = −9.0 dB, with the best and worst
observed mismatch values being ηbest = −19.5 dB and ηworst = −3.9 dB, respectively. Figure
¯¢
¡¯
3 also illustrates 10 log10 ¯V1H V2 ¯ averaged over the 1000 trials which provides a graphical
interpretation of how the subspaces are preserved (top-left is dominant and bottom-right is nondominant). The off-diagonal quadrants represent the average subspace leakage.
B. Exploiting Multipath via Time-Reversal
Due to the intrinsic two-way nature of this signaling scheme, if the destination receiver is the
illuminating radar and under the assumption of reciprocity of the environment ( i.e. hRT (t) =
hTR (t) ) and the availability of an adequate estimate of the radar-to-tag multipath, then timereversal [12] can readily be incorporated into the symbol design. Because time-reversal provides
spatio-temporal focusing as a result of correlation with the multipath channel, the resulting gain
can be used to enhance detection of the embedded symbol at the radar receiver without adversely
affecting LPI capability.
If the tag possesses a priori knowledge of the illuminating radar waveform (uncorrupted by
multipath) then the radar-to-tag multipath hRT (t) can be easily estimated at the tag using standard
matched filtering such as is employed for radar pulse compression as
b
hRT (t) = s(−t) ∗ se(t).

(12)

Given the multipath estimate b
hRT (t), it can be incorporated into the symbol design as
∗
e
ck (t) = b
hRT
(−t) ∗ ck (t)

(13)

where (·)∗ is complex conjugation. Thus the received signal at the radar from (2) becomes
y(t) = s(t) ∗ x(t) + αTR [e
ck (t) ∗ hTR (t)] + u(t)
= s(t) ∗ x(t) + αTR [ck (t) ∗ rTR (t)] + u(t)

(14)

∗
where rTR (t) = b
hTR
(−t) ∗ hTR (t) is the autocorrelation of the multipath.

The performance benefit of time-reversal will be demonstrated in Section VI. While not
addressed here, it may be possible to use blind deconvolution approaches to estimate the multipath
by making the plausible assumption that the radar waveform is constant modulus and exploiting
the finite time support of the incident pulse.
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IV. S YMBOL D ETECTION
Defining the sampled version of the reverse link received signal as y(`) we consider if
one of the K symbols can be detected for a given set of M N samples denoted as y(`) =
h
iT
y(`) y(`−1) · · · y(`−N M +1) within an observation interval À N M . Because the received clutter power may be orders of magnitude higher than the embedded symbol, some form
of interference cancellation is required. The K receive filters for the K symbols can be defined
as wk for k = 1, 2, · · · , K, which when applied yield wkH y(`) = zy,k (`). In [1] a simple metric
was used to determine which symbol was present by selecting the symbol that provides the
largest magnitude filtered response over the set of K filters and over the entire observation
interval (where it is assumed that only one symbol is present). With respect to the new proposed
detector in Figure 4, the previous detection process involved selecting the maximum value over
the set {|zy,1 (`)| , |zy,2 (`)| , · · · , |zy,K (`)|} for all values of ` in the observation interval. We
¯
¯
¯ (k) ¯
denote this maximum value as ¯zy,max ¯ where (k) indicates the corresponding symbol.
The previous detector ignored the null hypothesis (symbol absent). However, the presence of
large interference coupled with the difficulty of precise synchronization could lead to significant
false symbol detections. To accommodate the inclusion of the null hypothesis a second stage
(k)

is appended that compares the maximum value zy,max with a threshold T that is determined
from the other K − 1 filtered responses zy, j6=k (`) based on the logic that they provide a baseline
that is calibrated to the interference-residue from which a true embedded symbol should stand
out. The other time-shifted responses of zy,k (`) are excluded from the determination of T to
(k)

avoid contamination from possible multipath-induced replicas of the k th symbol. If zy,max > T
then the k th symbol is deemed correct, otherwise no symbol detection can be declared. Thus
the goal is to determine the appropriate set of filters wk and the threshold T that maximize the
probability of detection of the correct symbol (including the ”no symbol” case). The following
discusses the selection of interference cancellation filters as well as the hypotheses for the two
stages of the detector.
A. Receive Filtering
It is well known that the matched filter wk = ck maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
a signal in noise. Thus in the absence of interference the only design requirement would be to
minimize the correlation between the K symbols (which can be accomplished via the sequential
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implementation of (6) discussed in [1]). In the presence of interference the sampled received
signal for the length N M interval containing the embedded symbol can be expressed as
y = Sx + αck + u

(15)

where S is a matrix of delay shifts of the discretized radar waveform s as in (3) albeit without
multipath distortion, x is a vector of discrete samples of random scattering, and u is a vector of
noise samples. Thus the metric to optimize here is signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR).
Because the structure of the interference is partially known via the matrix S, a straightforward
choice is the decorrelator [14], [15] that is obtained from maximum likelihood estimation and is
employed for CDMA multiuser detection which, for the problem at hand, can be expressed as
¡
¢−1
wk = SSH + δI
ck

for

k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(16)

where δ = λm+1 is the largest non-dominant eigenvalue and I is an identity matrix. The diagonal
loading term δI is included for mathematical convenience of the processing gain analysis in
e in (16) will yield effectively the same filter.
Section IV-C. Per (4), using a multipath-distorted S
B. Multiple Hypothesis Formulation
Given knowledge of the K symbols at the destination receiver, the K + 1 hypothesis formulation (including the null hypothesis) can be expressed as
H0 : y = Sx + u
Hk : y = Sx + αck + u

for

k = 1, 2, · · · , K.

(17)

The occurrence of a partial symbol within the observation interval is considered as an occurrence
of the null hypothesis by the argument that the lack of coherent integration of the symbol via
receive filtering on this interval will cause it to be negligible with respect to the clutter term.
Ignoring the null hypothesis for the moment and under the assumption that the K possible
symbols are equally likely, it is clear that an intermediate detection metric is
¯ (k) ¯
¯zy,max ¯ = max |zy,j (`)|
j, `

(18)

which is the maximum response across all K symbols over the observation interval with
k = arg max |zy,j (`)| .
j, `
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To provide a low probability of intercept, the embedded symbol has much lower power than
the clutter. This condition complicates the detection of the correct symbol because residual
clutter may remain after interference cancellation. The inclusion of the null hypothesis provides
a means to minimize the detection of false symbols by establishing a symbol-free baseline for the
residual interference and noise. In so doing, the symbol detector can monitor for the presence of
an embedded symbol without the need for prior cueing or synchronization. As such we consider
a second detector stage where the second set of hypotheses is defined as
e0 : zy = zx + zu
H
e1 : zy = zx + α∆ + zu
H

(20)

which follows from the first stage of interference cancellation filtering where zx corresponds to
the residual clutter after filtering and zu is the filtered noise. Because only one (or none) of the
e1 corresponds to the case
K symbols can be present within the observation interval, hypothesis H
when one of the receive filters matches the embedded symbol thus resulting in a processing gain
of ∆ which is analytically derived in Section IV-C. All other cases (including the application of
e0 hypothesis.
the other K − 1 filters) fall under the H
Because the signal strength α is not known to the destination receiver, we shall rely on the
Neyman-Pearson criterion. While the distribution of the random scattering in x(t) is not known,
if it is assumed to be zero-mean then the linear transformation Sx from (17) followed by the
filtering operation wjH y will cause the values of zy,j (`) for j 6= k under the null hypothesis to
tend to a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution via the central limit theorem. Thus, since
e0 is a Rayleigh distribution, it is easily shown that the Neymanthe subsequent pdf of |zy | for H
Pearson threshold [16] is computed as
T =

q
−2σ02 ln Pfa

(21)

where Pfa is the desired false alarm rate and σ02 is the variance of zy,j (`) for j 6= k and ∀`. Thus
the overall detector output is


(k)
 k th symbol, if zy,max
>T
symbol decision =
 no symbol, otherwise

.

(22)

C. Processing Gain
For traditional spread-spectrum communications the processing gain is the time-bandwidth
product of the signal. However, because the filter here must also perform interference cancellation
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e1 in (20). To assess
on the radar clutter, such is not the case for the processing gain ∆ from H
the processing gain we shall compare the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio before (SINRi )
and after receive filtering (SINRo ).
This analysis assumes the absence of mismatch between the tag and destination receiver
symbol sets and also assumes that the clutter and noise are complex Gaussian with distributions
x ∼ CN (0, σx2 I) for σx2 the clutter power and u ∼ CN (0, σu2 I) for σu2 the noise power. Without
loss of generality the discretized radar waveform s used in (15) and the set of seed vectors bk
for k = 1, 2, · · · , K from (6) are defined such that ||s||2 = 1 and ||bk ||2 = 1.
From part A of the Appendix, the SINRi is computed by taking the expectation of ||y||2 from
(15) which results in

¡ M −m ¢
|α|2 NN
M
SINRi = 2
.
σx N M + σu2 N M

(23)

For the filtered output we compute SINRo by taking the expectation of |wkH y|2 which, according
to part B of the Appendix, yields
SINRo =

|α|2 (N M − m)2
N M (σx2 tr{ΛND } + σu2 (N M − m))

(24)

where tr{·} is the matrix trace operation.
The ratio of (24) and (23) results in the processing gain as a function of m:
∆(m) =

(N M − m) (σx2 N M + σu2 N M )
SINRo
=
.
SINRi
σx2 tr{ΛND } + σu2 (N M − m)

(25)

Using the fact that tr{ΛND } ≤ λm+1 (N M − m), for λm+1 the largest non-dominant eigenvalue,
we can simplify (25) as

µ
∆(m) ≥ N M

σx2 + σu2
σx2 λm+1 + σu2

¶
.

(26)

If the noise dominates the radar clutter at the receiver then (26) reduces to ∆ ≈ N M which is
the expected coherent integration gain for a signal in noise alone. More interesting, though, is the
−1
case in which the clutter dominates such that (26) reduces to ∆ ≈ N M λ−1
m+1 where λm+1 À 1

as m exceeds much beyond N due to the concentration of the clutter power in the N largest
eigenvalues. For example, using N M = 200 with a dominant subspace rank of m = N = 100,
the same waveform employed for Figure 3, and a clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) of σx2 /σu2 = 30
dB, the processing gain in (26) is found to be ∆ = 26.4 dB which is more than double the
coherent integration gain of N M = 23 dB. Thus the processing gain ∆ may significantly exceed
the coherent integration gain. Figure 5 illustrates that the processing gain may even be orders
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of magnitude greater than the integration gain. This result is due to the fact that the processing
gain is the combined response from both coherent integration and interference cancellation.
V. I NTERCEPT M ETRIC
An intercept receiver may observe the radar waveform s as well as the signal in (15) but is
not privy to the symbols ck . If the intercept receiver is searching for an embedded symbol of
the type discussed here then it would need to suppress the interference in (15) and then scan for
residual energy that stands out from the background. This intercept metric can be expressed as
Eir (n, `) = yH (`) Pn y(`)

(27)

H
H
= VND,n VND,n
Pn = I − VD,n VD,n

(28)

where the projection matrix is

with VD,n and VND,n the dominant and non-dominant subspaces of rank n and N M − n,
respectively, employed by the intercept receiver to search the different interference residue
subspaces by varying n over the integers in [0, N M − 1]. Note that unlike the destination
receiver, (27) relies solely on interference cancellation (without the benefit of coherent symbol
integration). Defining T ir (n) as the intercept metric threshold as a function of n and Eir,max (n) =
max{Eir (n, `)} over ` for each n, then an intercept detection can be declared according to
>
Eir,max (n) < T ir (n) .

(29)

Applying the central limit theorem as before, it can be shown that Eir (n, `) is distributed as the
sum of N M − n independent exponential distributions, the individual rates of which are the
£
¤
diagonal elements of σx2 ΛND,n + σu2 I(N M −n) from part C of the Appendix. Thus the desired
false alarm probability can be computed to determine the subsequent threshold T ir (n).
To facilitate analysis of the intercept metric in (27) we make the assumption that the intercept
receiver has clairvoyant knowledge of the symbol dimensionality N M (in light of this assumption
the subsequent analysis can be considered a theoretical worst-case scenario with respect to LPI).
Under the presumption that the signal interval of y containing radar clutter may also contain an
unknown embedded symbol, the logical solution is to suppress the clutter interference and then
attempt to detect signal energy against the background of noise and residual interference.
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We can compute the intercept receiver SINRir by evaluating the components of
£
¤
£
¤
£
¤
Eir = E yH Pn y = E xH SH Pn Sx + E uH Pn u + |α|2 cH
k Pn ck

(30)

where we have again invoked independence between the symbol, clutter, and noise. As derived
in part C of the Appendix,
SINRir =

|α|2

³

N M −max{m,n}
NM

´

σx2 tr{ΛND,n } + σu2 (N M − n)

.

(31)

Using (31), we can define two additional performance metrics. The first of these is the intercept
receiver gain ∆ir (n; m) which is a function of n for a given value of m and is defined as
∆ir (n; m) =

SINRir
(N M − max{m, n}) (σx2 N M + σu2 N M )
=
.
SINRi
(N M − m) (σx2 tr{ΛND,n } + σu2 (N M − n))

(32)

Comparing the destination receiver gain from (26) with the intercept receiver gain of (32) we
can also define the ”gain advantage” Ψ due to coherent integration in the destination receiver as
Ψ(m, n) =

∆i (m)
(N M − m)2 (σx2 tr{ΛND,n } + σu2 (N M − n))
=
∆ir (n; m)
(N M − max{m, n}) (σx2 tr{ΛND } + σu2 (N M − m))

which, after again employing tr{ΛND } ≤ λm+1 (N M − m), reduces to
µ
¶ µ 2
¶
NM − m
σx tr{ΛND,n } + σu2 (N M − n)
Ψ(m, n) ≥
.
N M − max{m, n}
σx2 λm+1 + σu2

(33)

(34)

Because Ψ is a function of m for all values of n that the intercept receiver could employ, (34)
provides a means for the tag and destination receiver to optimize the dimensionality of the nondominant subspace for a given N , M , and radar waveform s to obtain a desired number of
symbols K while ensuring the gain advantage is preserved. This goal can be accomplished by
performing the maximin optimization
max min Ψ(m, n)
m

n

(35)

under the constraint (N M − m) ≥ K. This problem can be solved empirically through evaluation
of the (N M )2 possible combinations of m and n. Returning to the example of an LFM radar
waveform with N = 100, M = 2, and clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) = 30 dB, Figure 6 illustrates
Ψ(m, n) where the value of m = 157 is found to solve the maximin problem in (35). Actually,
values in 150 ≤ m ≤ 165 all yield similar values of Ψ(m, n) with respect to n of ∼ 14.5 dB.
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VI. S IMULATED P ERFORMANCE
To assess the performance of the proposed intra-pulse radar-embedded communication paradigm
we shall use the LFM radar waveform with N = 200, M = 2, and CNR = 30 dB. From the
analysis above, we set m = 160. For K = 16 symbols, log2 K = 4 bits are transmitted in the
backscatter of each radar pulse. Note that, because of the way the symbols are defined, they are
all equidistant from one another such that the mapping of bits to each symbol is arbitrary (no
“nearest neighbor” to exploit). To contrast the performance between the destination receiver and
the intercept receiver the result are shown in terms of received SNR with the communications
standard measure obtained as Eb /N0 = SNR + 17 dB.
To simulate the continuous nature of reality all discrete sequences (for example s and ck ) are
up-sampled by an additional factor of 7. Channel effects such as multipath and clutter occur
at this “continuous” sampling rate. The tag, destination receiver, and intercept receiver each
apply low-pass filtering and down-sampling to obtain the M N “discrete” sampling rate. Each
multipath channel is independently drawn and is modeled with 10 impulses including a direct
path component and 9 multipath components randomly distributed over [0, T /2], for T the radar
pulse width. Each impulse is multiplied by a value drawn from a complex Gaussian distribution
to randomize amplitude and phase.
At both the tag and destination receiver (if not the radar), for the purpose of determining the
K symbols the incident radar illumination se(t) is employed (i.e. no a priori knowledge of the
radar waveform). This is done to exemplify the robustness of symbol determination between the
tag and destination receiver. That said, when time reversal is to be employed the actual radar
waveform s(t) is assumed known by the tag to enable non-blind channel estimation. Because
the radar transmits at a high power to contend with two-way path loss the SNR of the radar
illumination incident upon the tag and destination receiver is set to 30 dB.
A. BER Performance
Figure 7 depicts the BER performance after applying the set of K filters wk and selecting the
symbol associated with the maximum |zy,j (`)| over ` and for j ∈ [1, K]. Results are shown for
the case when a) no multipath is present, b) multipath distorts the received symbol, and c) the
tag estimates the multipath and uses time-reversal. Because this communication paradigm does
not involve inter-symbol interference it is observed that multipath has a rather minor impact on
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BER performance. The performance gain from the use of time-reversal is significant, though,
due to spatio-temporal focusing at the radar receiver.
With the Neyman-Pearson (NP) detection stage included, a detector BER can be defined as
BERdet =

number of incorrect symbols detected
total number of symbols

(36)

with the related probability of symbol detection denoted as
Pdet =

number of correct symbols detected
total number of symbols

(37)

and the probability of not detecting a correct symbol (from the receive filtering stage) as
Pmiss =

number of correct symbols not detected
.
number of correct symbols

(38)

Figure 8 shows the BER results for the NP detector using Pfa = 10−5 where it is observed that
the highest BER values are ≈ 10−2 since incorrect symbols are less likely to pass the detector.
The related measures from (37) and (38) are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. It is the
detection probability in Figure 9 that serves to maintain the low BER values shown in Figure 8
for low values of SNR. In contrast, Figure 10 captures the amount of lost correct symbols due
to the use of the NP detector which is the price paid for confidence in the symbol decisions.
B. Probability of Intercept
To assess the probability of intercept (Pint ) we consider the intercept metric (27). The threshold
in (29) is computed numerically from the pdf of Eir to provide a theoretical Pfa = 10−5 . The
intercept probability is then determined by performing 10,000 trials for each SNR value in
which an intercept detection is declared if Eir,max (n) exceeds the associated threshold T ir (n) for
any value of n. The probability of intercept is depicted in Figure 9 where it is observed that,
as a function of SNR, Pdet (detection probability for the destination receiver) with or without
multipath present is approximately 5 dB better than Pint . Furthermore, when the ta uses timereversal Pdet is found to be approximately 10 dB better than Pint . Given that this intercept
metric employs clairvoyant knowledge and thus considered a worst case in terms of LPI, it can
be surmised that the proposed radar-embedded communication scheme does demonstrate good
potential for covert communications.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
A new form of covert communication has been presented that relies upon the interference
from a pulsed radar system to hide in the resulting backscatter. Communication symbols are
adaptively determined as a function of the radar illumination and have been shown to be robust
to multipath effects. Also, this new paradigm can naturally exploit time-reversal as a means to
achieve spatio-temporal focusing if the destination communication receiver is the illuminating
radar. Based on analytical assessment of the received signal containing the embedded symbol,
the processing gain of the new communication paradigm has been shown to exceed the standard
coherent integration gain for spread spectrum communications due to the inclusion of interference
cancellation effects. The processing gain for the intercept receiver is obtained through a similar
analysis with the ratio of the two processing gains revealing the “gain advantage” as a metric
that can be optimized for design parameterization of the covert symbols.
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VIII. A PPENDIX
A. SIN Ri
Assuming statistical independence between the clutter, noise, and the deterministic k th embedded symbol, the expectation of ||y||2 yields
£
¤
£
¤
£
¤
E yH y = E xH SH Sx + E uH u + |α|2 cH
k ck .
The first term in (39) corresponds to the clutter and can be decomposed as
£
¤
£ ©
ª¤
E xH SH Sx = E tr SH SxxH
©
ª
= σx2 tr SSH

(39)

(40)

= σx2 N M
since the diagonal elements of SSH are unity due to ||s||2 = 1 and tr{·} is the matrix trace
operation. The second term in (39) corresponds to the noise and can be expressed as
£
¤
£ ©
ª¤
E uH u = E tr uuH
= σu2 N M .

(41)

Finally, the third term in (39) corresponds to the embedded symbol and can be decomposed as
2 H
H
H
|α|2 cH
k ck = |α| bk VND VND VND VND bk

(42)

H
= |α|2 bH
k VND VND bk

= |α|2 qH
k qk
H
where qk = VND
bk is an (N M − m) × 1 vector that will also arise in the analysis of the filtered

output SINRo . Because bk has length N M and ||bk ||2 = 1 we can define an average element
value as |bk,i |2avg =

1
NM

which likewise translates to |qk,i |2avg =

Hence (42) simplifies to

µ
|α|

2

cH
k ck

= |α|

2

NM − m
NM

1
NM

by the unitary nature of V.

¶
.

(43)

Combining (40), (41), and (43) yields the input SINR in (23).
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B. SIN Ro
Again assuming statistical independence between the clutter, noise, and the embedded symbol,
the expectation of the output power is
£
¤
£
¤
£
¤
E |wkH y|2 = E wkH SxxH SH wk + E wkH uuH wk + |α|2 wkH ck cH
k wk .

(44)

To evaluate the terms in (44), we first decompose the receive filter in (16) as
¡
¢−1
wk = SSH + δI
ck
¡
¢
−1
= VΛVH + δI
ck
H
= V (Λ + δI)−1 VH VND VND
bk

(45)

H
bk
= VND (ΛND + δI)−1 VND
H
∼
bk
= δ −1 VND VND

where we have made use of the definition in (7) and the approximation (ΛND + δI)−1 ∼
= δ −1 I
with ΛND the diagonal matrix of the N M −m non-dominant eigenvalues, the largest of which
is equal to δ. The result in (45) could also be obtained without a loading factor by using
³
´−1
H
e
e has the N M −m non-dominant eigenvalues set to δ.
VΛV
in (16) where Λ
Using the result of (45), the clutter term in (44) can be decomposed as
£
¤
£ H¤ H
H
H
E wkH SxxH SH wk = δ −2 bH
S VND VND
bk
k VND VND S E xx
H
H
H
= σx2 δ −2 bH
k VND VND SS VND VND bk
H
H
H
= σx2 δ −2 bH
k VND VND VΛV VND VND bk

(46)

H
= σx2 δ −2 bH
k VND ΛND VND bk

= σx2 δ −2 qH
k ΛND qk
where the last step follows from (42). Again using the average value |qk,i |2avg =

1
,
NM

the clutter

term in (46) can be approximated as
¤ σx2 δ −2 tr{ΛND }
£
E wkH SxxH SH wk ∼
.
=
NM

(47)

Likewise the noise term in (44) can be decomposed as
¤
£ H¤
£
H
H
bk
V
V
E
uu VND VND
E wkH uuH wk = δ −2 bH
ND
ND
k
H
= σu2 δ −2 bH
k VND VND bk

= σu2 δ −2 qH
k qk
¡
¢
M −m
= σu2 δ −2 NN
M
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using the result from (42) and (43). Finally, the embedded symbol component of (44) can be
expressed as
¡ H
¢2
2 −2
H
H
|α|2 wkH ck cH
bk VND VND
VND VND
bk
k wk = |α| δ
¡
¢2
H
= |α|2 δ −2 bH
k VND VND bk
¡
¢2
= |α|2 δ −2 qH
k qk
¡ M −m ¢2
.
= |α|2 δ −2 NN
M

(49)

After combining (47), (48), and (49) and canceling like terms the output SINR in (24) is obtained.
C. SIN Rir
From (30) the clutter term is decomposed as
£
¤
£
¤
H
E xH SH Pn Sx = E xH SH VND,n VND,n
Sx
£ ©
ª¤
H
= E tr SH VND,n VND,n
SxxH
©
ª
H
= σx2 tr VND,n VND,n
SSH
©
ª
H
= σx2 tr VND,n VND,n
VΛVH
©
ª
H
= σx2 tr VND,n ΛND,n VND,n

(50)

= σx2 tr{ΛND,n }
where ΛND,n contains the N M − n non-dominant eigenvalues. Similarly, the noise term from
(30) is decomposed as
£
¤
£
¤
H
E uH Pn u = E uH VND,n VND,n
u
£ ©
ª¤
H
= E tr VND,n VND,n
uuH
© H
ª
= σu2 tr VND,n
VND,n

(51)

= σu2 (N M − n) .
Finally the embedded symbol component in (30) can be decomposed as
2 H
H
H
H
|α|2 cH
k Pn ck = |α| bk VND VND VND,n VND,n VND VND bk .

(52)

H
H
H
The term VND VND
VND,n VND,n
VND VND
= I(N M −m) if n ≤ m, otherwise the first n − m

diagonal elements of the identity matrix are replaced with zero. Thus using the result from (43),
we can express a general form for (52) as
|α|

2

cH
k Pn

ck = |α|

µ
2

N M − max {m, n}
NM

¶
.

(53)

Combining (50), (51), and (53) yields the intercept receiver SINRir shown in (31).
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Fig. 1.

Covert communication signal embedded in ambient radar scattering

Fig. 2.

Overall signal model for intra-pulse communication with the illuminating radar
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Fig. 3.

Average correlation (1000 trials) between eigenvector sets for two independent multipath profiles (dB scale)

Fig. 4.

Signal flow of general decision rule for symbol detection
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Fig. 5.

Processing gain ∆ with N M = 200 for CNR = 30 dB and CNR = ∞

Fig. 6.

Gain advantage for N M = 200 and CNR = 30 dB
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Fig. 7.

BER of first-stage symbol selection, Eb /N0 = SNR + 17 dB

Fig. 8.

BERdet after Neyman-Pearson detector, Eb /N0 = SNR + 17 dB
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Probability of symbol detection using the Neyman-Pearson detector

Probability of not detecting the correctly selected symbol (i.e. Pmiss )
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